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Introduction

Data is an important part of the social sector’s future; yet we must be very clear about what data can and cannot 
achieve. Far too often, “data” efforts fail because they are actually asking data to do something it was not meant to 
do. Understanding the limits of quantitative evidence, including their ability to persuade real humans to action, is 
important when thinking about what data might do for your organization.

We invited Caroline Fiennes and Eric Barela to provide their perspectives on the limits of quantitative evidence.
Insights from Caroline Fiennes
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Insights from Caroline Fiennes

Caroline Fiennes 
Director, Giving Evidence

I want to introduce you to someone: the Magic Impact Fairy. Her job is to take all the research that people do and 
the reports they write and ensure it all actually changes something - that the conclusions are read and heeded by the 
people they’re intended to influence. She’s busy.

Many charities, foundations, think tanks, academics, and people in government rely on her. Without her, their theory 
of change is pretty much, “Here’s that document you didn’t ask for”  Sometimes we don’t even get that far. A friend 
who worked for a human rights charity recounted how its researchers once created an important report but never 
even planned to distribute it. The office was awash with unopened boxes of copies.

Organizations often don’t seem to plan how to get their research used. So, it’s lucky that the Magic Impact Fairy can 
spirit the insights to where they’re needed and incentivize and empower the key people to act.

Some evil forces are trying to make the Magic Impact Fairy redundant. For example, Innovations for Poverty Action, a 
US-based NGO which researches fixes to “poverty problems,” has an ABC model. First (A), it finds out what policymakers 
and practitioners want to know. Then (B), it does research into those questions, and finally (C), it provides support 
for implementing the answers. It finds that the challenges at stage C are mainly practical. Policymakers might like 
the idea of dishing out anti-malaria bed nets, but they then need to know how many nets fit into one box, how many 
boxes fit onto a truck, and how long the insect-repelling chemical lasts.

The Harvard surgeon Atul Gawande finds that two types of problems impede good outcomes in many disciplines. 
First, there are problems of incompetence, where we don’t know what to do. The research that we all do is meant 
to solve those. Then come problems of ineptitude, wherein we know what to do but don’t do it. The latter is partly 
about changing people’s behavioral, which is brutally tough. Even getting doctors to wash their hands is famously 
hard. As the behavioural economist Richard Thaler says: “The daunting realization” is that we don’t know what the 
hell we’re doing in most fields of life, especially the ones that involve people.” (Maybe fairies are more effective than 
economists…)

The researchers Abhijit Banerjee and Esther Duflo have gone further and identified three problems in research 
uptake: ignorance, incentive, and inertia. Notice that these problems aren’t solved by the classic solutions of holding 
events to launch documents, nor policy briefs (glossary summaries). Those things address ignorance. More common 
is that the research discusses a problem the audience doesn’t think it has, or that it requires action its readers are not 
empowered to take.

That’s why the Education Endowment Foundation talks not about merely disseminating but about mobilizing, and 
those problems have spawned a whole discipline called Implementation Science. Southampton University has a 
center dedicated to it, and Oxford University runs courses on it.

They needn’t bother really, because the fairy has all that in hand.
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Now, I’ll tell you a secret about the Magic Impact Fairy. It’s that you have to believe. As with Tinkerbell in Peter Pan, 
only if you really believe in her can the magic really work.
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Insights from Eric Barela

Eric Barela
Director, Measurement & Evaluation, Salesforce.org

Imagine the following scenario: You are the Executive Director of a nonprofit, and you are presenting findings from 
your organization’s latest evaluation to a funder. You show this funder beautifully spaced tables and colorful charts full 
of rigorously-collected quantitative data. They are a sight to behold! You rattle off number after number after number 
all pointing to your organization’s effectiveness. It is going better than you imagined. Finally, after you present the last 
data point summarizing how great your organization is, the funder asks a question:

“Can you tell me why your organization achieved the results it did...backed up by data, of course?”

You frantically look through your tables and charts for an answer. You have some opinions about why things went 
so well but cannot find any data to support them. You ultimately have to concede that you don’t know why your 
organization was so successful.

Sometimes, presenting quantitative evidence doesn’t quite convey the whole story about an organization’s impact. 
Numbers are good for sharing what happened when you implemented a given program or intervention. We can 
count up the number of times something happened or compare assessment scores before and after the intervention. 
However, there are limits to what quantitative data can tell us about impact. Let’s say your organization decides 
to implement a new afterschool curriculum designed to expose students to robotics. An assessment will tell you 
whether students learned something about robotics. A survey will tell you what student attitudes are about robotics 
after participating in your after-school program. What the numbers cannot tell you are how the students learned or 
why they feel the way they do about robotics. For that, you need to collect and analyze qualitative data.

Qualitative Data - information describing attributes or properties or a phenomenon or event of interest - is non-
numeric in nature. While quantitative data defines, qualitative data describes.  To collect qualitative data, you need 
to go directly to the source via interviews or observations.  While the collection of quantitative data will yield a 
spreadsheet, collecting qualitative data will give you interview transcripts, scripted observation field notes, or both.

While we can answer many impact-related questions either quantitatively or qualitatively, there is an advantage 
to incorporating both types of data into impact measurement. One of the most common uses for qualitative data 
in impact measurement is to provide context for the numbers.  When done appropriately, this creates harmony 
between your findings. The numbers show what happened, and the qualitative data sheds some light on how and 
why. 

Engaging in appropriate qualitative inquiry can be resource intensive. The amount of time needed to conduct 
interviews, transcribe them, and analyze the transcripts can add up quickly, and the person hours needed to do all of 
these things can be expensive. It might even lead an organization to wonder if doing any kind of qualitative inquiry 
is worth the cost. When in doubt, I recommend revisiting the questions that need to be answered. If an organization 
really wants to know how or why something happened, qualitative inquiry really is the way to go. While it may well be 
more expensive and time-consuming to answer these particular questions, it may be better to spend the time and 
money than to reconfigure questions to steer clear of qualitative data.
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Whatever type of inquiry we use to measure our impact, we need to conduct that inquiry with a sufficient level 
of rigor. We want to be able to make valid claims about an organization’s impact based on our analyses of the 
data we have at hand. Many consumers of research assume that quantitative data are inherently more objective 
than qualitative data. Quantitative inquiry is seen as “hard” and qualitative inquiry is seen as “soft.” However, when 
qualitative inquiry is done well, we apply just as much rigor as we would if we were running a statistical test (i.e., an 
ANOVA) on a data set of assessment scores.

Unfortunately, using qualitative data in this way is not always done appropriately, and it leads to the unfortunate 
phenomenon I call “masking anecdotes as data.” This arises when the goal of qualitative data use is to simply include 
a quote next to a number without regard for the broader context in which the qualitative data were obtained. For 
example, the evaluator of the above robotics program may find that students are more likely to enroll in advanced 
science classes after participation. The evaluator wants a quote to illustrate why students are enrolling in advanced 
science classes because it would look great in the report. She talks to a couple of students, gets some good quotes, 
and includes them in the report. Because of this, the evaluator claims that she used qualitative inquiry. This is an 
example of masking anecdotes as data, and it’s not cool.

Regardless of what types of data we analyze, we are looking for patterns. With qualitative inquiry, we look for those 
patterns by studying interview transcripts and/or observation field notes. By throwing a few quotes on a report and 
calling it qualitative inquiry, we have no idea if those quotes truly represent a pattern of how our program participants 
actually think or act. We end up with some positive quotes that look nice on a report but little else. These quotes help 
us to tell the impact story we want to tell, not the impact story that needs to be told.   

Given all the trouble we might have to go through to collect and analyze qualitative data, is there really any advantage 
to using such data when measuring impact? In a word, yes! If part of telling our impact story is to share data on how 
we achieved impact, qualitative data will allow us to do that. Think about when you have accomplished an important 
project that led to positive change within your organization. Would you be able to provide more information about 
how you completed the project and why it ended up being important to your organization through a survey or 
through an interview?

While quantitative data can tell us much about our organizational impact, it can’t always help us answer every 
question we have. Qualitative data can answer questions related to why and how something happened, but the 
key is to incorporate it appropriately into our measurement strategies. When using both quantitative and qualitative 
data, our goal should be to implement a true mixed-methods design. This requires us to consider the questions 
we’re asking and how we’re going to use the data before we actually engage in impact measurement.

Let’s reconsider the scenario that opened this chapter. When you’re asked for the data on why your organization 
achieved the results it did, instead of saying you don’t know, you offer to collect some qualitative data to find out why. 
You then need to decide to do one of two things: A) talk to a couple of program beneficiaries about their perception 
of your organization and add some quotes to the report or B) use your quantitative data to inform a qualitative 
examination of your organization’s success. If you’ve been paying attention, the responsible choice should be clear 
(just in case you haven’t been paying attention, it’s B). Ideally, you would choose C) consider how to incorporate 
qualitative inquiry into your measurement strategy at the beginning and use numbers and narrative to complement 
each other for the full organizational impact story that needs to be told.
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Responsibly incorporating qualitative data into an organizational impact measurement strategy takes planning, 
resources, and time.  However, it can lead to some great information on how and why your organization is making a 
positive impact
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